We examine whether -rating shopping‖ or -rating catering‖ is a more accurate characterization of rating agency interactions regarding collateralized debt obligations (CDOs) prior to the credit crisis. Inconsistent with rating shopping alone, AAA CDO tranches rated by both Moody's and S&P are more likely to default than tranches rated by only one of them. For the typical CDO, there is considerable disagreement between S&P's and Moody's assumptions on default correlations and even collateral quality, yet their AAA tranche sizes are typically identical. Consistent with meeting competitive pressure, we find that both S&P and Moody's make adjustments beyond their model outputs when the other rating agency has more favorable assumptions. Finally, validating S&P's and Moody's initial assessments, risk disagreements, though ignored at issuance, predict disagreement in credit ratings in subsequent downgrades. Overall, our results are supportive of rating catering where rating agencies inflate ratings to match competitor ratings.
By both facilitating the housing bubble and triggering massive write-downs for banks, structured finance credit ratings are often perceived to be among the most important drivers of the [2007] [2008] [2009] credit crisis. 1 A striking feature of this episode is that major rating agencies unanimously gave AAA ratings to trillions of dollars of collateralized debt obligations (CDOs). Several novel theories have offered competing models and policy solutions regarding rating agency competition and rating inflation. 2 Most of these models are customized to the universe of complex securities; yet, surprisingly little empirical work has examined the role of rating agency competition within structured finance ratings. In this paper, using unique data, we empirically evaluate -rating shopping‖ and -rating catering‖ as alternative explanations for CDO credit rating agency behavior.
The first and often-cited view called -rating shopping‖ refers to a situation where issuers solicit ratings from multiple agencies and then choose the most favorable ones (as modeled by Skreta and Veldkamp (2009), Faure-Grimaud, Peyache, and Quesada (2009) , and Farhi, Lerner, and Tirole (2011) ). In this line of analysis, even though rating agencies adhere to their standards and issue unbiased ratings, rating inflation is a natural consequence of the rating shopping process and not driven by the rating agencies. Hence, if rating solicitation is publicly disclosed (as is now required), 3 then, as Sangiorgi and Spatt (2011) show, rating shopping will be innocuous since investors can infer the true value of CDOs from the number of ratings initially solicited. Empirically, we find that the pure rating shopping explanation cannot be the primary reason for rating inflation, as we will later illustrate.
A second scenario is called -rating catering.‖ The first part of rating catering still involves rating shopping by the issuers. However, rating agencies do not strictly adhere to their standards due to a focus on current and future revenues or market share. The incentive of attracting business by inflating ratings is carefully modeled in Bolton, Freixas, and Shapiro (2012) , which shows that competition facilitates rating shopping. Under pressure from investment banks, the rating agency with the most stringent standard will frequently stretch their standards to match the more lenient rating agency. In this view, rating agencies fight for market share and cater to issuers' demands.
The empirical literature finds mixed evidence on rating agency competition. In the corporate bond domain, Becker and Milbourn (2011) find that competition from Fitch lowers overall rating quality of Moody's and S&P through rating inflation and find no support for rating shopping. Kisgen and Strahan (2010) find some evidence consistent with catering in that a new rating agency (DBRS) issues more optimistic ratings on larger and higher yield bond issuances prior to official regulatory acceptance. 4 John, Ravid, and Reisel (2010) find rating biases from self-serving bond notching practices. In contrast, Bongaerts, Cremers, and Goetzmann (2012) find some evidence of rating agency shopping for corporate bonds near the investment grade boundary. Analyzing assetbacked securities (ABS), Benmelech and Dlugosz (2009b) find some support for rating shopping, as they show that ABS collateral with only one rating was downgraded more often. 5 The theoretical literature emphasizes that both shopping (Skreta and Veldkamp (2009) , Sangiorgi and Spatt (2011)) and rating inflation (Opp, Opp, and Harris (2012) ) are more likely to occur in the CDO market because it is the most complex and difficult market to independently evaluate. 6 In addition to examining CDOs, our primary empirical approach is quite distinct from previous work as the measure of competitive pressure is direct and exogenous (pre-determined by rating agencies' 4 Goodman, et al. (1997) also argue that the entrance of Fitch may have led to the softening of rating criteria. Xia (2012) finds that competition from Egan-Jones (the only rating company paid by investors) improves S&P corporate bond ratings, especially in opaque firms. Kraft (2011) finds mixed evidence as to whether Moody's caters their bond ratings. 5 They also caution that -it is not clear that rating shopping led to the rating collapse as the majority of the tranches in our sample are rated by 2 or 3 agencies.‖ Their downgrading sample ends in January 2008 before much of the downgrading had yet to occur. 6 On related conflicts of interest, Cornaggia, Cornaggia, and Hund (2011) argue that credit rating agency (CRA) standards were the loosest and least accurate in the rating markets paying the most fees, such as structured finance. methodologies and criteria before coming to specific CDOs). Our findings on CDO ratings are most consistent with the -race to the bottom‖ conclusion reached for corporate bond ratings in Becker and Milbourn (2011) and the model of Bolton, Freixas, and Shapiro (2012) .
We start by examining the CDO universe using comprehensive Bloomberg data, with a focus on the prevalence of multiple ratings. In contrast to the basic shopping premise that only the most desirable ratings will be retained, from [1997] [1998] [1999] [2000] [2001] [2002] [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] 84 .7% of all AAA CDO capital with a rating from either Moody's or S&P also receives a rating from the other agency. For dual-rated tranches that were rated AAA by at least one of these two agencies, 96.3% of the capital received identical ratings from Moody's and S&P. We examine this large universe of 2,790 CDOs to see if the presence of multiple ratings matters for future deal performance. In contrast to the rating shopping view, we find that CDOs rated by S&P or Moody's exclusively actually perform better than deals that S&P and Moody's rated together. Thus, if investors had assumed that dual certification was better than a single rating via an unraveling mechanism, they would have been incorrect. Moreover, CDOs rated by S&P, Moody's, and Fitch are more likely to default than CDOs rated by just S&P and Fitch.
To understand how multiple ratings could be harmful, we collect unique detailed data for 724 CDOs with data from both Moody's and S&P. Surprisingly, there is considerable disagreement between Moody's and S&P on the key assumptions-probabilities of default differ on average by 30.3% between Moody's and S&P on the same deal and default correlations differ by 57.6%.
Gauged by the same model, the assumption differences amount to an 8.9% difference in total AAA tranche size. These assumption differences between Moody's and S&P's are not offset by their model differences.
One way to reconcile different model inputs and outputs with similar ratings is to allow for adjustments beyond modeling. We separate the difference between Moody's and S&P's approaches into two components: one part due to assumption differences, and the other resulting from modeling differences. For any rating agencies claiming independence, there is no direct justification to issue adjustments due to assumption differences regarding the collateral risk.
We find that collateral risk disagreement (a difference in assumptions) is an important variable in explaining rating adjustments (actual AAA size minus modeled AAA size). Consistent with rating catering, when Moody's makes collateral assumptions that produce ten percent more AAA than S&P's assumptions, S&P issues a four percent adjustment above model output. The second most important variable is a competitor's adjustments-S&P is more likely to issue an adjustment when Moody's also does so.
We further find that collateral risk disagreement at issuance predicts future relative downgrading magnitudes. Consistent with rating agencies issuing ratings due to competitive pressures and not due to their perception of fundamentals, we find that when S&P had worse perceptions of a CDO's risk at the time of issuance, they later downgrade these CDOs more than Moody's (and vice versa). Ultimately, it appears that while rating agencies originally agreed about ratings, they disagreed on subsequent ratings in a manner verifying the original disagreements about collateral risk.
Our findings point to rating agencies stretching beyond their models to match a competitor's rating and overriding their independent assessment of the collateral quality. Our findings suggest that shopping by issuers without outright rating inflation by the rating agencies cannot fully explain poor CDO ratings. A more nuanced version of rating shopping should include rating agencies yielding to competitive pressures and hence, rating agencies directly facilitating rating inflation. The primary problem does not seem to be excessive exercising of market power by the rating agencies, but rather caving in to market forces on the quality dimension, even with only one or two main competitors. Our findings have important implications for the implementation of the Dodd-Frank Act by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). While much recent focus is on curbing rating shopping, less attention is paid to competitive rating pressure.
Our paper relates to a growing literature improving the understanding of problems in structured finance valuation and ratings. Coval, Jurek, and Stafford (2009a) show that the most senior tranches of CDOs were massively mispriced, and Coval, Jurek, and Stafford (2009b) demonstrate that CDO valuation models hinged on a high degree of confidence in the parameter inputs. Our paper shows that rating agencies could have known from their competitor's actions that there existed substantial parameter uncertainty in key inputs like collateral default correlations. He, Qian, and Strahan (2012) find that larger issuers received more favorable MBS ratings. Ashcraft, Goldsmith-Pinkham, and Vickery (2010) show that RMBS standards deteriorated from 2005 to 2007, and Stanton and Wallace (2011) find that CMBS subordination levels gradually decreased through 2007. For CDO ratings, Griffin and Tang (2012) find that adjustments from one CRA were made at an increasing rate from 2005-2007. 7 They cannot find an economic explanation for why adjustments are made as we do. Unlike the prior literature, this paper is the first to demonstrate that CDO rating adjustments are strongly related to competitive pressure.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 1 describes the related literature, details the differences between Moody's and S&P's CDO modeling approaches, and develops our hypotheses. Section 2 describes the data. Section 3 examines the effects of multiple credit ratings on performance using comprehensive Bloomberg data. Section 4 documents differences in the implied AAA size from Moody's and S&P and the differences in their modeling approaches. Section 5 7 Griffin and Tang (2011) show that the business group use more favorable assumptions than the surveillance group within the same CRA. Begley and Purnanandam (2012) show that equity tranches vary across deals with sensible features such as asymmetric information. Faltin-Traeger and Mayer (2011) show that mortgage-backed securities (MBS) collateral included in CDOs underperformed other MBS. Lax standards (Keys, Mukherjee, Seru, and Vig (2010) and Mian and Sufi (2009) ) or fraud (Ben-David (2011)) in the mortgage origination process could have inflated the collateral quality of mortgage related CDOs as analyzed by Barnett-Hart (2009). examines the relation between adjustments and disagreement over collateral risk. Section 6 relates collateral risk disagreement to future relative rating downgrading. Section 7 concludes.
CDO Credit Ratings
This section discusses prior research on CDO credit ratings, industry practices, and develops testable hypotheses for our empirical analysis.
Literature Related to Credit Rating Agency Competition
There is no shortage of opinions regarding the causes of poor CDO ratings performance in the aftermath of the financial crisis. One widely held view is that CDO rating shopping by underwriters or issuers was to blame. Under this view, because underwriters pick the most favorable of two or three ratings, shopping naturally results in rating inflation even though rating agencies issue truthful ratings. 8
Reputation concerns are not always sufficient for rating agencies to report truthfully, as argued by Mathis, McAndrews, and Rochet (2009) . In particular, the underwriter may leverage one agency's rating to pressure another rating agency. Such explicit competition could lead to a -race to the bottom‖ (as shown more generally by Golan, Parlour, and Rajan (2011) ). 9 Rating agencies may cater their rating results in order to be retained and receive their fees both now and in the future. In relation to these concerns, an SEC (2008) report mentions one CRA employee stating, -we think the only way to compete is to have a paradigm shift in thinking [...] .‖ Strategic rating catering, as modeled by Bolton, Freixas, and Shapiro (2012) , leads to rating agencies knowingly inflating ratings in boom times. They also show that rating inflation is possible even in the absence of rating 8 Such rating shopping games are modeled by Skreta and Veldkamp (2009 ), Faure-Grimaud, Peyache, and Quesada (2009 ), Farhi, Lerner, and Tirole (2011 ), and Sangiorgi and Spatt (2011 . In these models, truth-telling is assumed and implicitly enforced by reputation concerns. For example, Skreta and Veldkamp (2009, p680) assume that -our model's rating agencies report the truth.‖ 9 See also -‗Race to the Bottom' at Moody's, S&P Secured Subprime's Boom, Bust‖, Bloomberg, August 25, 2008. Available online: http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=newsarchive&sid=ax3vfya_Vtdo shopping. 10 There is no prior empirical study distinguishing the rating shopping and rating catering hypotheses in the CDO domain, though both shopping (Skreta and Veldkamp (2009) , Sangiorgi and Spatt (2011) ) and rating inflation (Opp, Opp, and Harris (2012) ) are much more likely to occur in the CDO market. For corporate bonds, equity analysts and CDS markets can act as substitutes for the role of rating analysts. Indeed, Fong, Hong, Kacperczyk, and Kubik (2011) find that the loss of an equity analyst leads to a half-notch increase in a firm's credit rating. They discuss implications for the CDO market, where there are few analysts and hence little external certification.
Rating agencies serve the dual role of certifiers and evaluators, and hence share similarities with the information environments of both auditors and equity analysts. Competition between information intermediaries is generally believed to be good for information production, but there is some conflicting evidence. Ljungqvist, Marston, and Wilhelm (2006) find that equity analyst recommendations do not influence the outcome of underwriter competition, and Hong and Kacperczyk (2010) find that competition between analysts reduces optimism bias. Doherty, Kartasheva, and Phillips (2012) find that a new market entrant increases the quality of insurance companies' ratings. On the other hand, Numan and Willekens (2011) show that the presence of a close competitor reduces audit quality. However, the setup of the CDO ratings market is distinct from other markets. Moody's and S&P dominate the CDO ratings market, whereas these other markets are more diverse. Firms only hire one auditor, but issuers can use multiple ratings. Auditors, like rating agencies, usually receive payments directly from issuers, whereas equity analysts do not.
Rating Approaches
10 Other related papers include Camanho, Deb, and Liu (2010) , Damiano, Li, and Suen (2008) , and Bar-Isaac and Shapiro (2012). Camanho, Deb, and Liu (2010) show that competition among multiple rating agencies induces rating inflation. Fulghieri, Strobl, and Xia (2012) provide a model of unsolicited ratings and shows that a system with unsolicited ratings may have more stringent standards. CDO notes are issued by special purpose vehicles (SPVs) with different seniority levels and payoff schedules secured by a collateral asset pool. 11 The size, rating, and value of each tranche are determined by modeling the hypothetical default probabilities and the default correlation across all collateral assets. Although the modeling concepts are similar, there are some fundamental differences between the approaches of Moody's and S&P. 12 Moody's primarily uses the binomial expansion technique (BET) method to model CDOs. 13 S&P uses the Gaussian Copula Monte Carlo Simulation approach.
The main innovation in Moody's BET CDO valuation model is to incorporate default correlations by modeling the collateral pool as a smaller number of independent assets, where the number of representative assets in the pool is the diversity score (DS). Each representative asset has an independent probability of default of p. Therefore, the total number of defaults over the life of a deal follows a binomial distribution. 14 Total expected loss is calculated by computing a weighted average of the loss a tranche suffers given j defaults, with the probability of j defaults which is determined by the binomial distribution. An -idealized‖ expected loss table then converts the expected loss to a credit rating.
In contrast to Moody's reduced-form diversity score approach, the structural approach used by S&P (or copula approach, which is also used by Fitch) assumes that movements in asset values are correlated. All asset values are simulated many times with a given correlation structure to 11 Lucas, Goodman, and Fabozzi (2006) , Raynes (2003 and 2010) , Longstaff and Rajan (2008) , Benmelech and Dlugosz (2009a) , Sanders (2009), and Stafford (2009b) detail CDO structure and mechanics. Tang (2011 and 2012) describes related components of the issuance to ratings process. 12 Our discussion is based on official documents from Moody's and S&P describing rating methodologies, numerous conversations with current and former employees of both rating agencies, and former investment bank employees who interacted with rating agencies. 13 Moody's states that they use Monte Carlo simulations for synthetic CDOs and CDO 2 s (since 2004). In the continuing surveillance reports for all CDOs in our sample the underlying collateral correlation metric reported by Moody's is the Diversity Score. Since this is a direct model input used in their BET model, we infer that all of the CDOs in our sample use the Moody's BET model. 14 Moody's introduced the BET model in 1996, and then introduced the Correlated BET model, an extension of the original BET model, in 2004. However, for all CDOs in our sample Moody's continued to report the Diversity Score used in the original version of their BET model. produce a distribution of the portfolio value. This distribution is then used to generate a set of scenario default rates (SDR). The calculation of SDR is analogous to finding Value-at-Risk (VaR) at a given confidence level for a rating and is the main model output that S&P provides publically.
Apart from S&P's credit risk modeling of the collateral pool, each tranche must undergo a separate cash flow analysis (except synthetic CDOs which are relatively more recent). Different scenarios of default timing patterns, interest rates, and recovery rates are considered under a cash flow analysis that factors in the payment timing, overcollateralization, and excess spread of a CDO to determine the break-even default rate (BDR). The BDR is the maximum level of default that the collateral pool can withstand while still meeting the tranche's payment obligations. To earn the desired rating, the tranche must be able to withstand a loss (BDR) that is greater than the possible losses the underlying pool could incur in an extreme scenario (SDR). Interestingly, S&P's Gaussian Copula credit risk model is the main model S&P discussed and distributed in industry. Secondary cash flow modeling is only sparsely described and their cash flow model is not publically distributed.
Hence, we, like most practitioners, focus on the S&P credit risk model.
The Rating Process
The underwriter typically proposes a deal structure along with legal documents when soliciting credit ratings for the notes from the major CRAs. The CDO structurers from the underwriting bank often keep in close communication with the rating analysts. If disagreement arises between a CRA and the underwriter, the underwriter may discuss these disagreements with the rating agency and seek to persuade the analyst that higher ratings are indeed justifiable. 15 Although S&P would not discuss rating assumptions and results with Moody's directly, the investment banker may selectively discuss the preliminary rating indicators of one rating agency with the other. If the underwriter does not obtain their desired ratings, they could historically pay a small contractbreaking fee to hide this rating information. The underwriter may still potentially use ratings from another rating agency, though CDO prospectuses often specify which rating agencies will issue ratings and their levels. After the deal is rated and the collateral pool is completely -ramped,‖ each credit rating agency's surveillance team monitors the performance of the CDO and updates the credit ratings when necessary. Most of our analysis uses data from the first available surveillance reports issued by both rating agencies, supplemented by pre-sale and new issue reports.
Collateral Credit Quality Disagreements
Besides different modeling approaches, each rating agency has criteria to ascertain a deal's collateral default correlation and credit quality. Moody's and S&P's criteria for calculating correlations and asset quality vary, hence these key correlation and asset quality assumptions can differ across rating agencies on the same deal. To meaningfully compare the importance of these disagreements, we can evaluate a CDO using each set of assumptions, but under the same CRA model. We focus on Moody's and S&P, which are the major players for CDO ratings, and we did not collect Fitch data.
Hypotheses
When issuers shop for ratings from multiple rating agencies and rating agencies maintain their standards, CDOs that receive ratings from two or more rating agencies should be of higher quality and therefore perform better than those receiving ratings from one rating agency, as discussed by Benmelech and Dlugosz (2009b) and Bongaerts, Cremers, and Goetzmann (2012) .
H1: With credit rating agency shopping, securities with two or more ratings should perform better than those only able to receive one rating.
Alternatively, rating agencies may respond to competitive pressure by catering their services in order to maintain or gain market share. In such scenarios, the presence of more than one credit rating should not be positively related to deal quality.
H1A: With rating catering, dual ratings provide no certification value and should not be positively related to future performance.
Beyond rating performance, we can examine actual rating practices. Griffin and Tang (2012) show that actual rating results can be different from model outputs. Discerning the adjustment motivation is difficult for a single rating agency in isolation but possible with our rating agency comparison between S&P and Moody's.
Suppose that the reason for Moody's higher amount of AAA is that they classified the underlying collateral as being of higher quality and/or having lower default correlations. In this case, Rating agency competition is most relevant for new ratings, when the largest fees are paid.
Therefore, we expect that initial disagreements will have implications in terms of subsequent relative rating downgrades. In other words, when S&P and Moody's are forced to downgrade CDOs due to poor performance, S&P downgrades will be more severe relative to Moody's for those CDOs where they initially had a much worse assessment of the CDO's collateral risk. Also, the rating agencies may become more honest when investors are less -trusting‖ and when reputation concern is higher (Bolton, Freixas, and Shapiro (2012)). If the credit crisis triggers a decrease in investor trust, rating agencies may need to be more truthful in the downgrading after the start of the crisis. The downgrade can serve as a regime switch where S&P essentially assesses the CDO according to its initially harsher evaluation.
H3: With only credit rating agency shopping and no catering, initial Collateral Risk Disagreement
(CRD) should be unrelated to future relative downgrading.
H3A: With rating catering, CDOs with worse initial collateral assessments by S&P will have relatively greater subsequent downgrades by S&P as compared to Moody's.
Data and Descriptive Statistics
Before turning to our specific sample, we first use a large universe of CDOs to examine the prevalence of dual ratings from Moody's and S&P. We retrieve ratings data for all CDOs listed on Bloomberg, with issuance dates from 1997 to 2007 with data collection details outlined in the Internet Appendix IA 2. 16 We examine CDOs with at least one AAA tranche rated by Moody's or S&P. We examine AAA tranches because they typically account for the majority (75 to 80%) of capital issued. Table 1 includes 5,525 AAA-rated tranches from 2,790 CDOs with a total value of $1.80 trillion. The Next, we analyze if there is disagreement across ratings. We consider all tranches rated by Moody's and S&P with at least one AAA rating by either agency. Panel C of Table 1 shows that 96.3% of the AAA tranche capital has matching AAA ratings. In 0.9% of the cases, S&P gives the tranche an AAA rating and Moody's rating is lower, while 2.8% of the time Moody's gives the AAA rating (Aaa in Moody's terminology) and S&P's rating is lower. Therefore, in the vast majority of cases Moody's and S&P issue the same AAA ratings.
We now turn to describing our specific detailed data set that is collected from the first available surveillance reports obtained from both S&P and Moody's. Surveillance reports do not always appear immediately after the CDOs are ramped. 18 We are only able to locate surveillance data on 1,452 CDOs for Moody's and 1,577 CDOs for S&P. The intersection of our list of reports generates 1,379 CDOs which were rated by both agencies over the life of the CDO. We lose 449
CDOs because of a lack of sufficient data reported by Moody's, reducing our sample to 930 CDOs.
To maintain comparability between credit rating agencies, we compare surveillance data that is within 180 days of the other rating agency. This restriction excludes another 206 CDOs, leaving 724
CDOs with the necessary data for the overlapping sample. 19 For S&P reports we have the actual credit risk model output (SDR) for 643 reports. For the remaining 81 with missing SDR information we estimate S&P's SDR. 20 Because Moody's does not disclose its model output, we do not have a reference point to judge the success of our replication of Moody's model. However, our Moody's modeling replication strictly follows their extensive BET model documentation.
Value of Multiple Ratings
In this section we examine whether a CDO's performance is related to which agencies rate the deal by focusing on the rating history of all the 2,790 Bloomberg CDOs with initial Moody's or S&P AAA ratings from 1997 to 2007.
If shopping is rampant, a deal with dual rating agency certification should perform better than a deal that was only able to obtain a single rating as described in Hypothesis H1. However, under rating catering (H1A), dual rating certification is not informative because rating agencies are pushing to gain business. To examine these issues, we look at the performance of CDOs with respect to three different measures of future performance: 1) the number of notches the initially AAA-rated tranches of a CDO are downgraded in the future as of June 30, 2010, 2) the likelihood that a deal experiences an Event of Default (EOD), as defined in the CDO's prospectus, and 3) the likelihood that the AAA tranches of a CDO are downgraded to the lowest rating possible.
Each measure has its advantages and disadvantages. The number of notches downgraded can be advantageous to the extent that credit ratings represent a forward-looking measure of expected performance. Nevertheless, if rating agencies seek to salvage their reputation relative to their competitor, then CDOs rated by multiple agencies may actually be downgraded more quickly and severely compared to those rated by one agency.
Downgrading is the choice of rating agencies. We augment ratings with information regarding EOD notices so that our performance data is not solely contingent on ratings. These EODs are issued when a particular deal fails to meet any one of a set number of conditions prespecified in its prospectus, ranging from a failed interest coverage ratio test to a failure to fully meet its interest payment obligations. Such events are not up for interpretations, and therefore should not suffer from any confounding effects. On the other hand, it is possible that a deal has suffered irrevocable damage and has not yet received an EOD notice, or that through our searching process, we did not observe such a notice. 21 For this reason, we also look at deals which have a tranche initially rated AAA that we deem in, or almost in, default as classified by either having its rating downgraded to ‗C or ‗D' by either agency, indicating that it is nearly or in default, or having its rating withdrawn from all agencies after being downgraded to speculative grade. Rating agencies will classify a CDO as in default when certain covenants, such as a failure to meet an interest or principal payment, are violated.
Before performing a formal analysis, we examine our hypothesis graphically. Each CDO is placed into one of three disjoint groups. The first two groups that a CDO could belong to, S&P Exclusively and Moody's Exclusively, represent CDOs which received credit ratings from S&P but not Finally, in Panel D we see that dual-rated CDOs have their ratings dropped to the lowest possible level and/or have their ratings withdrawn more often than the other two groups.
To control for other possible factors, we move to a multivariate regression framework. For our regression analysis, the presence of a credit rating by the rating agencies is the primary independent variable and we segment the sample into five mutually exclusive partitions. The first two, S&P Exclusively and Moody's Exclusively, represent CDOs who received credit ratings from S&P but not Moody's (or vice versa). The next two groups apply to CDOs that were rated by both S&P and Moody's but where one agency awarded more AAA ratings to tranches relative to the other. In the case where S&P gave at least one more AAA rating compared to Moody's, the CDO would fall into the category Both, S&P Favorable. The final group, which serves as the base case, contains all CDOs that were rated by both S&P and Moody's and additionally received identical AAA ratings. Table 2 presents ordered or plain logit regressions with the measures of CDO performance described above as the dependent variables. In the first column, we examine all CDOs that were rated by S&P with S&P downgrade notches as the dependent variable. After controlling for vintage year and collateral type, we find that the relative likelihood of a CDO being downgraded when rated by S&P and not Moody's, as shown by the odds ratio, is roughly one-third those when being rated by both agencies, a result that is highly statistically significant (z-stat=-6.36). In addition, when both agencies rate a CDO, but S&P does not award as large a portion of the CDO an AAA rating, the odds are less than half as likely of the tranche being downgraded. The second column performs a similar regression for those CDOs rated by Moody's with performance measured by the number of Moody's downgrading. In a manner consistent with the previous figure, those CDOs that are rated by Moody's but not S&P were also less likely to be downgraded in the future, with an odds ratio of 0.41 (z-stat=-5.25). In a similar fashion to the previous test, CDOs with a subordinate AAA rating from S&P are less likely to be downgraded, with an odds ratio of 0.32 (z-stat=-3.86).
The third column shifts the focus to our second measure, Event of Default, as the dependent variable with an ordinary logit regression. We find that single rated deals, either by S&P or Moody's, are significantly less likely to experience an EOD (odds ratio of 0.18 or 0.21). In an analogous regression using the third measure of poor performance, we find a qualitatively similar pattern, but the coefficient is insignificance for CDOs only rated by Moody's. 23 Our results appear different from Benmelech and Dlugosz (2009b) who find that structured finance collateral with dual ratings performed better than those with one rating. However, they examine the performance of underlying collateral that make up a set of 534 ABS CDOs instead of the performance of the actual CDO tranches as we do. 24 Therefore, we repeat our analysis for only those CDOs whose underlying collateral are comprised of ABS securities. Table 3 reports the results of this analysis. Overall, we find the same relationships still hold, with a few exceptions. While we find quantitatively similar results for CDOs that were rated by S&P and not Moody's, deals which receive ratings exclusively from Moody's become less statistically significant in one regression and 23 Similar analysis is performed using OLS and ordered probit regressions to eliminate the possibility of a specific modeling framework driving our results. We find similar results in all specifications performed. These results are reported in the internet appendix Table IA.2. 24 In addition to our differences in methods, their ratings data stops in January 2008 when much severe MBS downgrading had yet to occur. Our ratings data extends to June 30, 2010. Cordell, Huang, and Williams (2011) find that ABS CDOs tranches rated by S&P underperform (in Table 18 ) but note that their results may be idiosyncratic since this only consists of 23 bonds. We have 640 AAA CDO tranches rated by S&P but not Moody's. insignificant in the other regression when using the ratings-based measures of future performance.
These findings, both for the larger sample as well as the subset of CDOs containing mainly ABS collateral, provide empirical evidence that is contrary to the general idea of dual certification. If the rating agencies are roughly equivalent in their ability to assess the riskiness of a deal, and provide ratings which are independent and have not been inflated, the procurement of multiple ratings should be a signal of a safer security. Instead, the presence of both rating agencies in the rating environment for a deal appears to be associated with lower quality deals, measured in multiple ways.
Since Event of Default notices are a hard measure not determined by rating agencies, we exploit this measure for further analysis. Rather than ordered logit, Table 4 presents the results of logit and probit regressions where we focus solely on these EOD notices. We first look at the effects of having multiple ratings without distinguishing between specific combinations of the three agencies. The first two specifications find that after controlling for vintage and collateral type effects, the odds of experiencing an Event of Default when possessing a sole rating are less than onesixteenth of those for deals who have multiple ratings. 25 Ordered probit regression results are similar.
In addition, we cannot detect any difference between having two or three ratings.
The remaining specifications take a finer approach by looking at the specific combination of rating agencies rating a deal, as opposed to just the number of ratings received. The third specification breaks this group into those deals whose sole rating is from S&P versus those who are rated by Moody's. Under both the logit and probit frameworks, the effect is not driven by one rating agency or the other, as being exclusively rated by either is associated with a decreased likelihood of experiencing an EOD. The final regression looks at all the possible combinations of the three agencies that could issue ratings for a deal. The results indicate that the presence of a dual rating for a CDO by the top two agencies is associated with a higher chance of default. Furthermore, those securities only rated by S&P perform better than the base case of being rated by S&P and Fitch.
The results indicate that the two major rating agencies lower their standards when they jointly rate a deal, which is inconsistent with rating shopping (H1) but consistent with rating catering (H1A). We now shift our focus to the evaluations performed by S&P and Moody's for a subset of CDOs where we have unique data on rating inputs and outputs.
Rating Assumption Differences
In this section, we first examine the key model assumptions and the degree to which they differ between Moody's and S&P from deal to deal, and then combine those differences into a single summary measure, -collateral risk disagreement.‖
Collateral Asset Default Correlation and Credit Quality
We first illustrate how the rating agencies account for the credit risk of the underlying collateral inputs. CDO collateral pools consist of many assets. Rating agencies will first assign ratings to unrated assets or take ratings from other rating agencies and -notch down.‖ Each asset has its own probability of default before the maturity of the CDO. The credit quality of the CDO's collateral asset pool is characterized by the average default probability. Those default probabilities are derived from the assets' credit ratings. Both S&P and Moody's convert ratings into numerical default probabilities using historical data. In contrast to S&P's straightforward default measure, Moody's employs a rating factor framework, which we convert to a probability of default using Next, we perform a similar comparison for the default correlation assumptions made.
Moody's and S&P use different terminologies for default correlations, which makes them difficult to compare directly. 26 
Collateral Risk Disagreement
The disagreements on credit quality and default correlation may allow for considerable crosssectional variations in AAA sizes as long as the effects are not offsetting. We have two concerns: 1) we want to measure the combined effect of assumption differences regarding both default correlations and underlying collateral default probability, and 2) we want to measure these assumption differences in terms of their effect on AAA sizes.
In order to compare Moody's and S&P's inputs and models in a meaningful way, we need to transform these inputs by the same function. As previously discussed, Table 1A .1 shows that our 26 Moody's uses Diversity Score (DS) to measure how many independent assets are needed to represent the collateral pool. S&P reports a correlation measure (CM) which is the ratio of the standard deviation of the portfolio default rate computed with correlation to that computed without correlation. 27 Griffin and Nickerson (2012) discuss the economic interpretation and the appropriate level of default correlations. 28 A third factor for CDO valuation is maturity. Partly due to S&P's use of 7-year maturity for MBS and Moody's reporting of the legal maturity which is much longer, Moody's assumed maturity is on average 3.6 years longer than S&P's assumption. Nonetheless, while Moody's reports the legal maturity on these deals, in their modeling process they use a weighted average life that frequently ranges from 6 to 7.5 years and hence is quite similar to S&P's. replication of S&P's model is highly successful. Hence, we plug assumptions from both rating agencies into to our version of S&P's model to obtain the effect on the AAA tranche sizes. 29 Figure 3 shows the scatter-plot of these implied AAA size differences under both Moody's and S&P's assumptions gauged by our highly accurate replication of S&P's model. If the combined effect of Moody's probability of default and default correlation assumptions net out to be the same as S&P's, then all CDOs would lie on the 45 degree line. Yet, Figure 3 shows that many CDOs do not fall on the line, meaning that the two rating agencies have disagreements regarding the underlying CDO's overall credit risk and hence the underlying AAA tranche size. It is conceptually possible that Moody's and S&P's modeling differences further offset each other such that both Moody's and S&P's models call for the same AAA sizes. However, as shown in Internet Appendix an implied AAA tranche sizes more than 5% different between S&P and Moody's. The average absolute CRD is 5.6%. To put this in perspective, junior CDO tranches may be 2-5% of the CDO, so for CDOs -rated at the edge‖ this difference could be substantial. Relative to a deal's overall collateral risk, the average disagreement as a percentage of SDR for AAA ratings is 8.9%.
Additionally, CRD is shifted to the right of zero, meaning that Moody's has more lenient credit risk assumptions on average. If S&P applied Moody's assumed inputs, they would give 1.2% more AAA than under their own. We explore the cross-sectional implications of the risk disagreements in the next section.
Collateral Risk Disagreement and AAA Size Adjustments
The previous section shows that model inputs between Moody's and S&P are substantially different. Then how can it be that the actual ratings are often identical? To understand this puzzle, we examine the relationship between adjustments beyond rating model outputs and collateral risk disagreement as described in Hypotheses H2 and H2A. For each rating agency, the actual AAA size (for example 80%) minus the amount of AAA implied from the rating agency's own model output
(1-SDR) (say 68%) is defined as its AAA adjustment (12%) following Griffin and Tang (2012) . Note that, as discussed in the data section, we have the actual AAA size from S&P's model for 88.8% of the observations, whereas for Moody's we use the model output from our replication that carefully follows their documentation. Note that our main results for S&P adjustments (in Panel A below) are in no way contingent on the Moody's model replication. We require that both S&P and Moody's rate a deal to be included in our sample, but we do not require that they give identical ratings to all AAA tranches.
Are Different Assessments of Collateral Risk Related to Adjustments?
We first graphically present the relation between CRD and AAA size adjustment. Panel A of What is the expected role that collateral risk disagreement plays in the adjustments issued by a rating agency? In the absence of all other differences between S&P and Moody's in the rating process, including model differences, the importance of cash flow modeling, and even possible adjustments by the other rating agency (merited or not), collateral risk should play a different role in different scenarios. Namely, we expect collateral risk disagreement to be important when an agency believes the collateral to be riskier than their competitor does. To illustrate this point, imagine a CDO rated by both agencies but where the two rating agencies differ on the underlying collateral risk. If a S&P analyst considers the collateral to be riskier, either from a correlation or credit quality standpoint, then he faces the decision of issuing an adjustment in order to match the amount of AAA issued by Moody's or potentially losing the deal. However, if S&P had in fact considered the collateral to be safer, relative to Moody's, (and CRD is negative) the opposite relationship would not necessarily be observed. In such a case, S&P would be fully justified in issuing AAA ratings to a larger portion of the CDO, leaving Moody's with the choice to issue an adjustment or not. 30 Therefore, in this scenario, the realization of a negative collateral risk disagreement would not be as strongly related to a negative adjustment by S&P. 31 We split our measure of collateral risk disagreement up into different independent variables.
The first variable, Positive CRD, assumes the value of the CRD as described in previous sections 30 In this scenario, we would actually observe an out-of-model adjustment of zero from S&P. 31 However, it is possible that if rating agencies differ in their methodology the previous pattern would not be observed. Consider the previous example if Moody's was able to issue a AAA rating to a larger portion of the CDO relative to S&P in the absence of an out-of-model adjustment. If this was the case, then even when S&P deemed the collateral to be relatively safer (and CRD is negative), their model may still imply that a smaller portion of the deal be rated AAA compared to Moody's. In such a case, they would still face the decision to either issue an adjustment or risk losing the deal. Our results are highly significant when CRD is not split into positive and negative groupings. when CRD is greater than zero, and is set to zero in all other cases. Conversely, Negative CRD is set to the CRD in all cases where the value is less than zero, and set to zero otherwise. Table 5 presents regression results using S&P's AAA size adjustment as the dependent variable and positive and negative collateral risk disagreement between S&P's assumptions and Moody's assumptions as the key independent variables. Column 1 does not include any control variables. The 0.201 R 2 reveals a significant explanatory power of collateral risk disagreement for adjustment. The coefficient estimate 0.790 (t-stat=7.40) for Positive CRD suggests that when Moody's has a 1% more lenient evaluation of collateral risk, S&P would adjust its own model by 0.79% in terms of final AAA fraction in the CDO. In a similar fashion, the point estimate of 0.561 (t-stat=4.16) for Negative CRD suggests that even when S&P finds the collateral to be 1% safer, the adjustment they issue decreases by 0.56%. This finding is robust to CDO characteristics (column 2), CDO type (column 3), and vintage year (column 4) controls. The coefficient estimate on Positive CRD only drops to 0.700 (t-stat=4.97) with all above controls in column 4. Griffin and Tang (2012) found that the most important component in explaining adjustments was that CDOs with a -model-implied small amount of AAA (a high SDR)‖ received larger adjustments. In column 5, we indeed find a significant relationship between adjustments and model direct SDR. However, collateral risk disagreement remains highly significant in the presence of model SDR. The magnitude of the coefficient decreases to 0.31 for Positive CRD, indicating that when Moody's assumptions imply an SDR ten percent lower than S&P's SDR, S&P issues a three percent adjustment. This finding is also robust to the full set of controls in column 6. Table 5 uses Moody's estimated adjustment as the dependent variable. 32 Here CRD is defined as AAA size with Moody's assumptions minus AAA size with S&P's assumptions, both under our version of Moody's model. Similar to the previous results, the coefficient of Positive CRD is positive and strongly statistically significant in all specifications considered. Moody's issues an adjustment whenever the collateral is viewed as being riskier, relative to S&P's evaluation. The coefficients remain relatively stable across the different regressions. For a 10% difference in AAA size under the rating agencies' respective assumptions, the adjustment by Moody's ranges from 4.0% when no controls are included up to 4.7% when controlling for only SDR. However, in contrast to the first panel, the coefficient for Negative CRD is not statistically significant in any of the specifications. Whenever Moody's finds the collateral to be less risky, they do not reduce their adjustment (or make a negative adjustment). Moody's and S&P's models may also differ in the way they model the collateral risk of a particular deal, Collateral Modeling Difference, even if they are very similar on average. We calculate the SDR that would have been generated by S&P's model, had it used the asset default distribution generated by Moody's model with S&P's collateral risk assumptions. We then subtract this value 33 This generic structure is constructed for each CDO type (ABS, CBO, CDO 2 , and CLO) by using the median values of interest and overcollateralization coverage ratios, coupon payments to each tranche conditioning on its initial rating, and the Libor rate for the year the deal was issued. The difference between these two AAA sizes should capture the relative amount of cash flow protection this CDO affords above the median deal, holding collateral risk constant. from the SDR generated under S&P's model. Hence, this measure captures the difference between Moody's and S&P with respect to a deal's collateral default distribution, holding collateral risk assumptions constant. 
Panel A of

Panel B of
Other Explanations and Controls
Are Initial Collateral Risk Disagreements Borne Out in Future Ratings?
While we show that disagreements in collateral risk assessments are strongly related to adjustments issued, there remains the possibility that an unobservable variable in the modeling process in conjunction with sample construction drives the relationship between disagreement and adjustment. This point is illustrated as follows. Every CDO in our sample is rated (though not identically) by both Moody's and S&P. If S&P estimates a higher level of risk in the underlying collateral then a positive omitted variable in S&P's rating process would be necessary for them to rate the deal, allowing the deal to be observed in our sample. 34 In such cases we would observe a positive adjustment and positive collateral risk disagreement. Furthermore, if the omitted rating process variable was negative then they would not rate the deal and it would not enter our sample.
However, since the majority of the AAA tranches (84.7% of the capital) were rated by both agencies, this explanation becomes less likely because one would need another reason why the omitted rating process variable was typically positive, without inflecting conflict of interest. Nevertheless, we seek to formally address this potential concern.
It is important to note that while at the time of issuance there is considerable business pressure on rating agencies, this outside influence attenuates in subsequent rating actions (downgrading from AAA). Rating agencies were likely highly concerned about the general perception of structured finance ratings and did not want to downgrade ratings too quickly.
However, once rating agencies were eventually forced to downgrade, subsequent surveillance analysis on individual deals should be subject to much less pressure to match a competitor's ratings in the cross-section. We can use this regime shift to differentiate between views.
If the CDO rating process was indeed subject to some kind of omitted rating variable, one would expect the rating agency to continue to place weight on this rating variable in subsequent rating revisions. In such a case, if collateral risk disagreement was merely capturing correlation with this omitted variable, future relative rating changes of the CDO should be unrelated to disagreements in collateral risk. On the other hand, if an agency administered higher ratings than their model initially prescribed, then whenever the structured finance products began to falter, the agency would revert back to their original beliefs about the riskiness of the deal. Therefore, we focus 34 Note that the omitted variable must be outside of S&P's credit risk model because we have the output coming directly from S&P's credit risk model. on relative downgrading (-downgrading disagreement‖). If S&P initially issued ratings above what their original assessment of credit risk dictated, and not from any omitted deal quality variable, then they would issue larger downgrades relative to Moody's on deals where S&P had much worse initial perceptions of collateral risk (high CRD) as described in Hypothesis H3A.
In order to examine these possible alternatives we employ ordered logit and ordered probit regressions. For each CDO we compute the number of notches that S&P downgrades the lowest seniority tranche receiving an AAA rating and subtract off the number of notches that Moody's downgraded the same tranche as of June 30, 2010. 35 Consequently, deals that were downgraded more severely by S&P will take on a positive value. Since collateral risk disagreement is a measure of S&P's assessment of a CDO's asset risk relative to Moody's, (under catering) CRD should be positively related to the magnitude of the downgrades that S&P issues relative to Moody's. Table 7 reports the ordered probit regression results of downgrading disagreement on collateral risk disagreement along with other control variables. The rating agencies have different surveillance units for different asset types which likely have differing opinions of future risk. For this reason, we include control variables for collateral type along with CRD in the first specification. We find that CRD is positive and highly significant (z-stat=2.56). Specifically, when S&P thought that a CDO had riskier collateral relative to Moody's evaluation (but both assigned AAA ratings at issuance), they tended to subsequently downgrade the CDO more severely.
Panel A of
The effect of CRD on downgrading disagreement is robust after controlling for SDR in the second specification. Because ABS CDOs were subject to vintage effects in later years that caused the underlying collateral to be of particularly low quality, we include controls for ABS CDOs issued from 2004 to 2007 in the third specification. The fourth specification also includes controls for tranche insurance, proxies for the experience of the underwriter and collateral manager, and the 35 For 18 CDOs of our 724 CDOs, we are unable to locate the CDO on Bloomberg even after extensive searching. presence of a Fitch rating. In all specifications CRD remains positive and statistically significant.
Following Griffin and Tang (2012) , in the first four specifications we include dummy variables to control for effects of five downgrading shocks, potentially related to unobserved collateral type, that S&P issued over the period from 2007 to 2009 related to the composition of the underlying collateral pool. In the fifth specification we exclude those shocks. In all specifications, the coefficient estimate for CRD is positive and significant. Panel B of Table 7 reports identical regressions using an ordered logit regression and finds similar statistical significance.
These findings both validate collateral risk disagreement as a measure of disagreement between rating agencies and support Hypothesis H3A that rating agencies gave adjustments at issuance due to competitive pressures. More practically, this finding provides additional justification for the recently adopted SEC Rule 17g-7 as part of the implementation of Dodd-Frank Act Section 932 requiring the performance analysis of subsequent rating changes in comparison to initial ratings.
Summary and Concluding Remarks
We analyze whether -rating shopping‖ or -rating catering‖ is the better explanation for CDO ratings under competition. For the overall CDO universe, we examine the popular shopping view that deals with multiple ratings are of better quality than those with only one rating. Contrary to the intuition that rating shopping alone leads to rating inflation, we find that CDOs rated by both S&P and Moody's default more than those with ratings from S&P or Moody's alone. Additionally, when one rating agency issues an AAA rating, only in 3.7% of cases does the other rating agency issue a non-AAA rating.
We examine how different rating agencies often reach identical AAA conclusions. For a sample of 724 CDOs rated by Moody's and S&P with unique input and output data, we find large differences in key modeling assumptions. These differences are not offsetting and lead to model-implied AAA support levels that are on average 8.9% different. We examine the implications of these differences. We find that S&P issues AAA size adjustments when they assess a CDO's collateral to be riskier relative to Moody's. Similarly, Moody's is more likely to issue an adjustment when S&P uses more favorable collateral risk assumptions. Additionally, each rating agency makes larger adjustments when the other rating agency also issues an adjustment. Although the agencies disagreed on underlying assumptions and agreed on ratings at issuance, they later disagreed on continuing ratings in a manner validating their initial difference in underlying credit risk assessment.
Our results are consistent with rating agencies reaching beyond their model due to competitive pressure, or -racing to the bottom.‖
Our study provides evidence for rating catering and challenges the popular view that CDO rating inflation was simply a by-product of the design of the market/shopping process and not a direct fault of the rating agencies. Our findings suggest that the competitive pressure of this same shopping process led to inflation directly from the rating agencies. It is common, and convenient, to blame the financial crisis on misguided and complex models. While complex models can make a process less transparent and alchemy difficult to detect, our results suggest that behind the sophistication, the ratings process was subject to quite plain and old motivations.
Our findings have important implications for regulatory reform. We believe that the Dodd-Frank Act has made strides in the right direction in terms of making regulation less reliant on ratings, calling for more transparency, and calling for rating agencies to face expert liability. 36 However, the implementation of Dodd-Frank by the SEC also faces practical challenges, as evidenced by the July 22, 2010 SEC ruling which indefinitely delayed rating agency expert liability for fear that the asset- 36 Darbellay and Partnoy (2012) carefully survey Dodd-Frank implementation and describe detailed suggestions for further reform. Transparency is shown optimal in theory by Pagano and Volpin (2010) . A common rating agency objection to transparency is that releasing CRA data and modeling would release their proprietary knowledge and destroy incentives to create better procedures. For CDOs the modeling process used by the rating agencies is already publicly described and the underlying data they use is predominately from trustees. backed market would be shut down. Our findings indicate that encouraging more rating agencies to compete for business from issuers may exacerbate the current problems without further reforms.
Full transparency, while not a panacea, can partially offset the conflicts of interest inherent in the issuer-pay model by making it easier to pinpoint rating inflation. In our opinion, the current requirements regarding transparency are insufficient. Credit rating agencies should clearly report all their key assumptions, all underlying data used in their calculations, the full methodology they follow, fees received, and any non-modeling choices for all ratings. This would enable investors, new rating agencies, academics, and third-party experts to more easily scrutinize ratings. Five years after credit rating failure, there is still surprisingly little data disclosure to assure reliable ratings.
